The random-phase approximation and the Bogoliubov (adiabatic) assumption are used to obtain longtime expressions for electron and photon operators in the presence of a constant, external magnetic 6eld. These operators are then used to obtain a kinetic equation describing the approach to equilibrium of the system. The results include the dynamical screening of the Coulomb interaction and the "dressing" of the photons, Expressions are also obtained for the density and electric-field autocorrelation functions. The structure of the asymptotic (i -+ oo) operators is studied, and it is shown that operators can be obtained that correspond to the creation and annihilation operators for the collective modes of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
' 'N a previous paper' we obtained coupled kinetic~e quations for the particle and photon distribution functions in the case of a homogeneous, isotropic, multicomponent system of charged particles and radiation with no external fields present. In the present paper we treat the problem of the quantum electron gas coupled to the radiation 6eld in the presence of a uniform (in space and time) external magnetic field.
This problem has been considered previously by Osborn and Klevans2 3 and by Dreicer. 4 In the work of Osborn and K.levans' the kinetic equations were obtained by the use of the repeated random-phase assumption and no many-body sects were included.
However, Klevans' later improved this method by using a modified scattering method to treat the dispersive nature of the system. Dreicer4 used a strictly Boltzmann approach to obtain a relativistic kinetic equation. His results contain no many-body e6'ects.
The problem of a quantum electron gas with a magnetic field, but without taking radiation into account, 
where~~'=4~We'/mV. The latter contribution will be retained. The Hamiltonian for this problem can then be written as H=P hE.c.,tc.,
and p and q are given by (dp
where Ag --(4m c'V)'12qg.
(20)
The simplified form of the last term in Eq. (19) results from the approxima, tion made on the I A I' term in the Hamiltonian. '
We choose to work in the Heisenberg representation.
Hence, the equation of motion for any operator 0 is given by ikO= [0,H] . The equations of motion for the operators A& and b, (n, n') are given by
and Bb, (n, n') the quantum electron gas. ' It has been recently applied to the electron-phonon gas.
The RPA equation is obtained from Eq. (22) (n, n') 2 [(e/c)(
The RPA is equivalent to a truncation of the hierarchy of equations for the correlation functions, the neglect of close encounters, and the neglect of exchange terms. 'T he resulting equation for b, (n, n') is Bb, (n, n') = -i'0 (n, n') b, (n, n')
From Eq. (22) we can obtain the exact equation of motion (neglecting electron-photon sca, ttering and double emission absorption) for the one-particle distribution function f-= (c-'c-) We will assume in this paper that f, is independent of the quantum number q.
The equation of motion for f" is given by 0(a&) = e'"0(t)dt, 0 0(t) = (2s. ) ' e '"0(&a)d~,
In order to obtain a kinetic equation we need to find long-time expressions for the correlation functions that appear on the right-hand side of Eq. (24). We will accomplish this by using the RPA to linearize Eq. (22) and then by solving the resulting equations for the operators b, (n, n'), p(k), and Az by using Laplace transforms. We then obtain asymptotic (t s~) expressions for the operators. These asymptotic operators can then be used to calculate the desired correlation functions. This technique was first used by Wyld and Fried for where Imago&0. With the use of the above transformation, we obtain from Eqs. (21) and (25) 8Ag (0) - ((v' QI, 2) Ag (-o)) = iso Ag (0)+ +4s.ec Q (nl V( -k) ln') (I kk)b, (n, n', s-)), (28) The above operator, except for a term involving the initial value of the transformed vector potential, is the transform of the electric 6eld.
We solve these equations by first solving Eq. (29) for the operator p(k, co) in terms of b, (a, a', 0) and E&,(o&), using the fact that we assumed f, to be independent of the quantum number q and the fact that' Z(el e"'la')(a'l V( -k) la) "&&. , P(ale"'la')(a'le-*"la)~B», and Eqs. (AS) and (A7). We then obtain from Eq. (29) an expression for the operator
in terms of b, (a, a', 0), and E&, (co) by using the fact that (32) and Eq. (A7). This expression we substitute into Eq. We note that Y(k,a&) is rela, ted to the conductivity tensor e(k,a&) by the relation" k'c' Y(k,a&) =1 -(I -kk) - 4~~'a(k~) . (34) 6) (ale-'"'la')b, (a, a', 0) +ke-14(k) g a, e&, s &g -g(a, a')
The quantity g is the positive infinitesimal. %e will suppress the subscript + henceforth. In order to obtain (33) Eq. (36) 
III. ASYMPTOTIC OPERATORS Since we are interested in the asymptotic (t +~)-behavior of the electric field, we must obtain the inverse Fourier transform and then let f become large. This necessitates the study of the singularities in'the eo plane.
In particular, singularities can arise in two ways.
There are the simple poles associated with the factors 
The expressions for p(k, t) and A), (t) can now be used to obtain the asymptotic expression for the operator b. (n, n, t). We substitute the expressions given by Eqs. The result of this calculation is COy A), (t) . (43) %re 52M@ b, (n, e', t) b, (n, n', 0)e '"( ")'-h, (a, a') P (n'I V(k) In)
+b-(n'Ie" In)k P (PI V( -k) IP')b, (P, P', 0)e-'«e&') . (44) ee "Q{tt,')LQ(tt, e')-Q( )+~j (38), we obtain for the density autocorrelation function and the electric-6eld autocorrelation functions the expl esslons = 2 lk Yl k,Q(n, n')1-'(nl V(-k)ln')I' n, a,t t XQ(au')-'f {I -f~) e-'"( ")('-") (45) The quantity g".{n, a'; P, P', 0) is the initial two-particle correlation function that will be neglected.
If the propagation vector k is parallel to the external magnetic 6eld, it is easy to show that (p(kt)p( -«')&= E I( le "'I )Dl.kQ( )3 'I'
where D(k,s&) is the longitudinal dielectric constant
ANk'~.~'.~(e -Q(n, (t') Equation (48) 
IV. KINETIC EQUATION
In order to obtain a kinetic equation ere must obtain asymptotic expressions for. the correlation functions (b, (n, n', t)A), (t)) and (b, (n, n', t)p(k, t)). This is done by use of the expressions for p(k, t), A), (t), and b, (a, a', t) given by Eqs. (38), (39), and (44), respectively, and by the use of Kq. (47). Again, we neglect the effect of initial correlations, which are assumed to be taken out by phase mixing. After some combining of terms and the use of the identity given in Eq. (AI), we obtain The above expression can be further simplified by using the fact that
We then 6nd that 
If Eq. (54) is substituted into Eq. (50), we obtain for the kinetic equation p, (k,t) =-P &,n, s Q(a n ) Q)gj+$ ry (a I e-'~'In')b, (n, a', 0) . (59) Q(n, n')+~I, +iyW e can then define a plasmon annihilation operator Bg as (a I e-'"'I a')b, (n, n' 0) 
We can obtain an explicit expression for the contribution of these photons to the kinetic equation given by Eq. (55). The sum over the wave vector is first broken into a part such that k,&&k& plus the remainder. We then separate out that part due to the e~~direction. We have for this part the expression a f f 
